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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we point out that the widely used stochastic discount factor (SDF)

methodology ignores a fully specified model for asset returns. As a result, it suffers

from two potential problems when asset returns follow a linear factor model. The first

problem is that risk premium estimate from the SDF methodology is unreliable. The

second problem is that the specification test under the SDF methodology has very low

power in detecting misspecified models. Traditional methodologies typically incorporate

a fully specified model for asset returns, and they can perform substantially better than

the SDF methodology.



Asset pricing theories, such as those of Sharpe (1964), Lintner (1965), Black (1972),

Merton (1973), Ross (1976) and Breeden (1979), show that the expected return on a

financial asset is a linear function of its covariances (or betas) with some systematic risk

factors. This implication has been tested extensively in the finance literature by the so-

called “traditional methodologies.” In the traditional methodologies, a data generating

process is first proposed for the returns, and then the restrictions imposed by an asset

pricing model are tested as parametric constraints on the return generating process.

The approach taken by the traditional methodologies has a potential problem. It is that

when the proposed return generating process is misspecified, the test results could be

misleading. Therefore, in applying the traditional methodologies, researchers typically

have to justify that the proposed data generating process provides a good description

of the returns. For example, when the proposed return generating process is a factor

model, one would like the model to have high R2 in explaining the returns on the test

assets, especially when the test assets are well diversified portfolios.

As many of the earlier theories are special cases of the stochastic discount factor

(SDF) model, recent empirical asset pricing studies have been focused on testing the

pricing restrictions in terms of the SDF model, rather than on the traditional risk mea-

sures such as the beta and the Sharpe ratio. One of the most prominent papers in this

line of research is Cochrane (1996), where the SDF methodology is fully explained. The

formulation typically estimates the parameters and tests the pricing implications without

a fully specified model of how the asset returns are generated in the economy. On the one

hand, this appears very general and requires fewer assumptions and parameters than the

traditional methodologies. On the other hand, it seems counter intuitive that one can

be sure that the pricing restrictions are true even if one knows little about the dynamics

of the returns, i.e., without a fully specified model (either parametric or nonparametric)

of the returns.

This paper shows that if asset returns are generated by a linear factor model, then by
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ignoring the full dynamics of asset returns as is currently done in empirical studies using

the SDF methodology, two potential problems arise. The first problem is that the accu-

racy of the parameter estimation can be poor: the standard error of the estimated risk

premium is often more than 40 times greater than those of the traditional methodologies,

which should make one extra cautious when applying the SDF methodology. The sec-

ond problem with the SDF methodology is that its specification test has very low power

against misspecified models. With the usual sample size that we encounter in empirical

studies, our simulation evidence suggests that the SDF methodology is not very reliable

in detecting even gross misspecifications in an asset pricing model, especially when the

proposed factors are not highly correlated with the returns.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section presents the tradi-

tional beta pricing model and the SDF model, and the empirical methodologies that

are typically used to estimate and test such models. While these are standard in the

literature, the purpose here is to introduce notations and to facilitate later discussions.

We also provide the intuition why the SDF methodology may not perform well when

there is a lack of a fully specified model for the asset returns. In Sections II and III, we

use asymptotic theory and Monte Carlo simulations to compare the performance of the

traditional and SDF methodologies. The conclusions are in the final section.

I. Traditional and SDF Methodologies

A. Tests of Traditional Beta Pricing Model

In order to make the results more easily understood, we present them in the simplest

form. Let rt be the excess return (in excess of the risk-free rate) on N risky assets at

time t. Traditional methodologies start out by proposing a return generating process

for the excess returns, typically one that provides good explanatory power on the excess

returns. For example, one may propose the excess returns are generated by a 1-factor
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model

rt = α + βft + εt, (1)

where ft is the realized value of a systematic risk factor at time t, εt is the idiosyncratic

risk of the assets with E[εt|ft,Φt−1] = 0N and Var[εt] = Σ, where 0N is an N -vector

of zeros, Φt−1 is the information set at t − 1, and β = Cov[rt, ft|Φt−1]/Var[ft|Φt−1]

is the factor loadings of the returns with respect to the common factor. Since only

unexpected shocks matter for unexpected returns, ft can be modeled as a martingale

difference sequence, i.e., E[ft|Φt−1] = 0. Under these assumptions, α = E[rt|Φt−1] is

the expected excess returns on the N assets. In the rest of the paper, the trivial case

α = 0N is precluded. In general, α and β can be functions of information variables

at t − 1. But for the purpose of simplifying technical details and focusing on the main

point of this paper, we assume they are constants. Nevertheless, we do not assume

Var[εt|Φt−1, ft] = Σ, so conditional heteroskedasticity in εt is allowed in our setup.

A beta pricing model, in the exact form, suggests that the expected excess return of

an asset is a linear function of its betas with respect to the systematic factors. In our

1-factor case, the beta pricing model suggests

α = βλ, (2)

where λ is the risk premium. This clearly imposes a testable restriction on the parameters

of the return generating process in equation (1). Traditional tests of beta pricing model

are basically done by carrying out various statistical tests of this restriction.

There are many alternatives to estimate the risk premium λ and test the beta pricing

model. We describe two representative approaches here. If one is willing to make distri-

butional assumptions on εt, one can use the maximum likelihood approach. A popular

choice is to assume conditional on ft, εt ∼ N(0N ,Σ). Following Zhou (1991,1995), we

define f = [f1, f2, . . . , fT ]′, X = [1T , f ], Y = [r1, r2, . . . , rT ]′, where T is the number

of time series observations, and 1T is a T -vector of ones. Let ξ1 ≥ ξ2 > 0 be the two
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eigenvalues of

A = (X ′X)−1(X ′Y )(Y ′Y )−1(Y ′X). (3)

Under the normality assumption, the maximum likelihood estimator of λ is given by

λ̂ML =
a12

ξ1 − a11

, (4)

where aij are the (i, j)th element of A. The likelihood ratio test (with the Bartlett

correction) of equation (2) is1

LRT = −
(
T − N + 3

2

)
log(1 − ξ2)

A∼ χ2
N−1, (5)

where
A∼ means an asymptotic distribution.

If one does not wish to make any strong distributional assumptions on εt, then an

alternative approach is to use the generalized method of moments (GMM) of Hansen

(1982) to estimate the parameters and test the beta pricing model. Following, for

example, MacKinlay and Richardson (1991) or Harvey and Zhou (1993), the GMM

test of equation (2) uses the following moment conditions

E[εt] = E[rt − α − βft] = E[rt − βλ − βft] = 0N , (6)

E[εtft] = E[(rt − α − βft)ft] = E[(rt − βλ − βft)ft] = 0N . (7)

To apply the GMM methodology, we define the sample moments as

g1T (λ, β) =
1

T

T∑
t=1

[zt ⊗ (rt − βλ − βft)] , (8)

where zt = [1, ft]
′. We assume ft and εt are jointly stationary and ergodic with finite

fourth moments, and under the true parameters,

√
Tg1T

A∼ N(02N , S1), (9)

1Based on simulation evidence, Zhou (1995) shows that the Bartlett correction can improve the small
sample property of the likelihood ratio test. Exact small sample distribution of the likelihood ratio test
is also available from Zhou (1991,1995).
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where S1 is a 2N ×2N positive definite constant matrix. This condition is much weaker

than those assumed in other methods of testing asset pricing models. It allows for a

variety of autocorrelation and heteroskedasticity in zt ⊗ εt. In the GMM methodology,

the estimators of the true parameters λ and β of the 1-factor model, λ̂∗ and β̂∗, are

given by the solution of the following minimization problem,

min
λ,�

g1T (λ, β)′W1T g1T (λ, β), (10)

where W1T is a (possibly stochastic) 2N × 2N positive definite weighting matrix with

a limit W which is positive definite and nonstochastic. The standard approach is to

choose an optimal weighting matrix equal to a consistent estimate of S−1
1 .2 Although

there are N + 1 parameters in the beta pricing model and the optimization problem

is a nonlinear one, it does not present as a serious problem to the estimation. It is

because conditional on a given value of λ, the objective function is linear in β and the

minimization problem can be solved analytically. As a result, the estimation problem

can be written as a function of λ alone and a simple line search can be used to find the

optimal λ̂∗.3

A test of the traditional beta pricing model α = βλ can be carried out by using

Hansen’s (1982) over-identification test. Since we have 2N moment conditions and only

N + 1 parameters, there are N − 1 over-identification conditions, and hence

J1 ≡ Tg1T (λ̂∗, β̂∗)′W1T g1T (λ̂∗, β̂∗) A∼ χ2
N−1, (11)

where W1T is a consistent estimate of the optimal weighting matrix.4 However, as

Cochrane (1996) and Jagannathan and Wang (1996) suggest, it is sometimes desirable,

2When the optimal weighting matrix depends on parameters, an iterative method has to be used.
In the first round, a positive definite matrix, say, the identity matrix, is used as the weighting matrix
to estimate the parameters. Then in the second round, the model is reestimated using the optimal
weighting matrix based on the estimated parameters from the first round.

3Details of the optimization are available upon request. For some special weighting matrices, Zhou
(1994) even obtains analytical solution to this optimization problem.

4Another way of testing α = βλ is to estimate α and β in equations (6) and (7) as a fully specified
model and test the nonlinear restriction on the parameters using a Wald test.
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for good economic reasons, to use a nonoptimal weighting matrix. In this case, J1 will

no longer have a simple chi-square distribution, but rather will be a weighted sum of

chi-square distributions. Zhou (1994) provides a simple chi-square GMM test for an

arbitrary weighting matrix, which can be used to bypass the difficulty of having to

calculate a weighted sum of chi-square distributions. A numerically identical test is

also proposed by Cochrane (1996). But an alternative optimal chi-square test can be

obtained from the scoring algorithm, as presented by Newey (1985) and analyzed by

Zhou (1994).

B. SDF Model

As discussed by Cochrane (1996), the beta pricing model is a special case of the SDF

model. Under the SDF model, there exists a random variable mt, the stochastic discount

factor, such that

E[rtmt] = 0N . (12)

When the exact 1-factor asset pricing model in equation (2) holds, the stochastic discount

factor is given by

mt = δ0 − δ1ft (13)

for some constants δ0 and δ1. As an econometric model, the parameters in equation

(13) are not uniquely defined. If (δ0, δ1) satisfies the equation, so is any multiplier of it.

Therefore, it is common to normalize the parameters by writing

E[rt(1 − ftλ)] = 0N , (14)

where λ = δ1/δ0. If Var[ft] = 1, then β = E[rtft] and λ in equation (14) is exactly the

same as the λ in equation (2). For ease of comparison, we assume Var[ft] = 1 in the

following discussion.5

5In practice, standardizing macroeconomic factors is a nontrivial issue. The correct approach is
to explicitly model their conditional distribution as in Cochrane (1996) and He, Kan, Ng, and Zhang
(1996), and include their estimation as part of the moment conditions. We ignore this issue here in
order not to distract from the discussion of the main issue.
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Intuitively, equation (14) only relates mt to the asset returns in terms of covariances,

not how they impact on each other. In theory, equation (14) is well established. There

are no problems with the asset pricing restrictions at all. It is the empirical studies

of equation (14) that give rise to the potential problems pointed out earlier. Current

empirical studies in testing the SDF model typically focus on testing equation (14) alone

without specifying the data generating process in equation (1) that rt follows. We argue

in this paper that such a practice leads to serious problems.

Before we move on to discuss the estimation and test methodology of the SDF model,

we would like to point out that while equation (14) holds when we have the true system-

atic factor ft, there are also other factors that will allow equation (14) to hold exactly.

We consider two classes of factors that have this property.

1. Noisy factor. Suppose we define

gt =
ft + nt√
1 + σ2

n

, (15)

where nt is a pure measurement error with mean zero and finite variance σ2
n and it

is uncorrelated with ft and εt.
6 By specifying gt as the factor in the SDF model,

then for

λg = λ
√

1 + σ2
n, (16)

we have

E[rt(1 − gtλg)] = E


rt


1 − ft√

1 + σ2
n

λg




− E[rtnt]λg√

1 + σ2
n

= E[rt(1 − ftλ)] = 0N . (17)

Therefore, the noisy factor gt does the same job as the true factor ft in pricing the

assets. That pure measurement error does not affect the linear pricing relation is

well known in the literature. It is discussed, for example, in Breeden, Gibbons, and

6The limiting case of σ2
n → ∞ (i.e., gt = nt/σn) is the case that gt is a useless factor, which is

studied by Kan and Zhang (1999a,b).
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Litzenberger (1989), and Cochrane (1996). Although the linear pricing relation is

retained, the risk premium for the noisy factor is higher than that for the true

factor. In fact, from equation (16), we can see that the more noisy the factor, the

higher is its risk premium. One may like to think that when σ2
n is large, the SDF

model that uses the noisy factor is more likely to be rejected in finite samples than

the one with the true factor. We will show with simulation that this view cannot

be justified.

2. Unsystematic factor. We define

ht =
β′Σ−1εt√
β′Σ−1β

, (18)

and ht is a linear combination of εt. Therefore, ht has mean zero and it is uncor-

related with ft. By specifying ht as the factor in the SDF model, then for

λh = λ
√

β′Σ−1β, (19)

we have

E[rt(1 − htλh)] = E[rt] − E[εtε
′
t]Σ

−1β√
β′Σ−1β

λh

= α − βλ = 0N , (20)

and ht prices the N assets perfectly. Although ht is an unsystematic factor by

construction, we will still be tempted to conclude that it is “priced.”

The fact that these two classes of “wrong” factors can satisfy equation (14) suggests the

danger of attaching economic meaning to the test outcome of an SDF model. When

one specifies a set of macroeconomic factors and finds that it satisfies equation (14), one

really cannot tell whether it is the true factor ft, the noisy factor gt, or if it is just an

unsystematic factor ht. It should be pointed out that if gt or ht were proposed as the

factor in the data generating process, it is also difficult for the traditional methodologies

to detect these “wrong” factors. However, since gt and ht typically do not possess
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good explanatory power on the returns of the test assets (especially when σ2
n is large

and the test assets are well diversified portfolios), they are less likely to be included as

the systematic factors under the traditional methodologies. On the contrary, the SDF

methodology does not pay any attention to the return generating process and hence gt

and ht could easily be proposed and be mistaken as the “true” systematic factors.

Recognizing that there are countless SDFs that represent countless asset pricing

models for a given set of asset returns, Hansen and Jagannathan (1991) solve explicitly

the SDF that has the minimum variance among all the SDFs. Hansen and Jagannathan

(1997) further show how to use SDFs to assess specification errors of asset pricing models.

What we have shown here is that there are in fact many SDFs for a given linear factor

model. Therefore, explicitly constructed “wrong” factors can potentially help to explain

the failure of an asset pricing model. This highlights the danger of using factors in the

SDF framework without a careful examination of the explanatory power of the factors.

C. GMM Estimation and Test of SDF Models

In estimating parameters and testing pricing restrictions of equation (14), the GMM

is used almost exclusively. For illustrative purposes, we assume, as we did earlier for

the traditional methodologies, that the model is estimated and tested without using the

information/instrumental variables at t−1. The test of this simple form amounts to the

so-called “unconditional test of the unconditional model” defined in Cochrane (1996).

Let ut = rt(1 − ftλ) and g2T = 1
T

∑T
t=1 ut. We assume under the true parameter,

√
Tg2T

A∼ N(0N , S2) (21)

for some positive definite constant matrix S2. The true parameter λ is estimated by

λ̂ = argminλ g2T (λ)′W2T g2T (λ), (22)

where W2T is typically a consistent estimate of S−1
2 . The GMM estimation of the

SDF model is very simple to implement because there is only one parameter, λ, to be
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estimated, and it can be analytically obtained as

λ̂ = (D′
2T W2T D2T )−1(D′

2T W2T r̄T ), (23)

where D2T = 1
T

∑T
t=1 rtft and r̄T = 1

T

∑T
t=1 rt.

A test of the SDF model in equation (14) is usually carried out by using Hansen’s

(1982) over-identification test. Since we have N moment conditions and only one pa-

rameter, there are N − 1 over-identification conditions, and hence

J2 ≡ Tg2T (λ̂)′W2T g2T (λ̂)
A∼ χ2

N−1, (24)

when W2T is a consistent estimate of the optimal weighting matrix S−1
2 .

Therefore, if the beta pricing model is correct, both J1 in equation (11) and J2 have

an asymptotic chi-square distribution and there are no strong reasons to prefer one

test over the other. However, in finite samples, their performance could differ. More

importantly, when the model is misspecified, J1 and J2 could have very different power.

We study these issues by simulation in Section III.

While the estimation problem of the SDF methodology is very simple, ignoring the

full dynamics of asset returns introduces serious problems. Intuitively, equation (14) is

a restriction on part of the first and second moments between the asset returns and the

factor. Testing equation (14) alone without using a fully specified model amounts to

ignoring many other first and second moments entirely. As a result, it is not surprising

that the estimation error of λ can be substantially large. It is also not surprising that

a tested factor can be important in equation (14), but in fact it may have little to do

with the returns. This is the fundamental reason that causes the problems emphasized

by this paper. In the following sections, we provide a comparison of the traditional

methodologies with the SDF methodology in terms of the estimation accuracy of risk

premium, and in terms of the size and the power of their tests of the asset pricing model.
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II. Estimation Accuracy of Risk Premium

In this section, we demonstrate in two ways that there can be substantial loss of efficiency

in estimating λ by using the SDF methodology. First, we provide theoretical results to

show that the asymptotic variance of the estimated λ in the SDF methodology is greater

than those of the traditional methodologies. Second, we provide Monte Carlo simulations

to further illustrate that the standard error of the estimated λ in the SDF methodology

is indeed very large (in small samples), and may not be reliable in applications. In

contrast, the estimated λ for the traditional methodologies is very accurate even in

small samples, making it better suited for estimating risk premia.

The consistency of λ̂ML, λ̂∗, and λ̂ is well known, that is, as sample size T increases,

they all approach the true parameter λ. At a given finite sample size T , however, there

will be an estimation error. In assessing the accuracy of λ̂ in the SDF methodology with

that of λ̂ML and λ̂∗ in the traditional methodologies, we can compare their asymptotic

variances. The following proposition shows that λ̂∗ is asymptotically more accurate than

λ̂ and it has the same efficiency as the λ̂ML under the normality assumption.7

Proposition 1: Suppose ft is the true factor and it has a continuous distribution. We

have

Avar[λ̂∗] < Avar[λ̂]. (25)

For the case that εt has a multivariate normal distribution conditional on ft, we have

Avar[λ̂ML] = Avar[λ̂∗] =
1 + λ2

β′Σ−1β
. (26)

Proposition 1 suggests regardless of the distribution that εt follows, with or without con-

ditional heteroskedasticity, traditional methodologies that incorporate the return gen-

erating process will always provide an estimated risk premium that is asymptotically

7Proposition 1 can be extended to the multifactor case to show that the vector of estimated risk
premium is more accurate under the traditional methodologies than the SDF methodology. Results are
available upon request.
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more efficient than that from the SDF methodology. One may like to think that the

reason why we achieve higher accuracy in λ̂∗ is because we use more moment conditions

than the SDF methodology. However, this is not the main reason for the improvement

because while we have more moment conditions in the traditional methodology, we also

have more parameters to estimate. There are two main reasons why the full GMM

estimator λ̂∗ in the traditional methodology is more efficient than the SDF estimator

λ̂. The first reason is the full GMM uses β̂∗ to explain average excess returns whereas

the SDF methodology uses D2T = 1
T

∑T
t=1 rtft to explain average excess returns. While

both β̂∗ and D2T are consistent estimates of β when Var[ft] = 1, β̂∗ is in general a

more accurate estimator of β than D2T . For example, under the multivariate normality

assumption on ft and εt, it can be shown that Avar[D2T ] = Σ + ββ′ which is much

larger than Avar[β̂∗] = 1
1+λ2

[
Σ + λ2��′

�′Σ−1�

]
< Σ.8 In the traditional methodology, the

moment conditions in equation (7) and the restriction α = βλ allow us to obtain an

estimate of β with high degree of accuracy. On the contrary, the SDF methodology

abandons the more accurate beta estimation and only relates the average returns to

the average covariances. The second reason is that the realized return is a very noisy

measure of expected return. In the traditional methodology, it makes use of the factor

structure of the return generating process by taking away the systematic component

βft from rt in the moment conditions. When βft accounts for a significant portion of

the variations of rt, rt − βft is a much less noisy measure of expected return than rt.

The SDF methodology, however, does not incorporate the return generating process in

its moment conditions and only relates realized excess returns rt to realized covariance

rtft. When both of these two measures are very noisy, it is not surprising that the SDF

methodology does not deliver a very accurate estimate of the risk premium.

8The expression for Avar[β̂∗] can be obtained from the proof of Proposition 1. The inequality follows
because

1
1 + λ2

[
Σ +

λ2ββ′

β′Σ−1β

]
= Σ− λ2

1 + λ2
Σ

1
2

[
IN − Σ− 1

2 β(β′Σ−1β)−1β′Σ− 1
2

]
Σ

1
2

and the second term is a positive semidefinite matrix.
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The above analysis shows that the traditional methodology which utilizes the fully

specified asset return model helps to substantially improve the estimation accuracy of

λ. As a result, it may be tempting to estimate λ by using all of the moment conditions,

those of the traditional ones in equations (6)–(7), and those of the SDF ones in equation

(14). It turns out that there is some overlap between these moment conditions. Out of

the 3N moment conditions, N − 1 of them are redundant. For example, if we know εt,

εtft and u1t = r1t(1 − ftλ) where β1 	= 0, then we can obtain the other elements of ut

by using the relation

εit − λ(εitft) +
βi

β1
[u1t − ε1t + λ(ε1tft)]

= [rit − βi(λ + ft)](1 − ftλ) +
βi

β1

β1(λ + ft)(1 − ftλ)

= rit(1 − ftλ)

= uit, for i = 2, . . . , N. (27)

Therefore, one can use at most 2N + 1 moment conditions to estimate λ. Denote λ∗∗

and β∗∗ as the estimator of λ and β using any 2N + 1 of the combined 3N moment

conditions. The following Proposition suggests that once the moment conditions in the

traditional methodology are used, the additional one from the SDF model does not help

to improve the accuracy of the estimation.

Proposition 2: Suppose ft is the true factor. We have

Avar

[
λ̂∗

β̂∗

]
= Avar

[
λ̂∗∗

β̂∗∗

]
. (28)

Note that Proposition 2 does not suggest that any 2N out of the combined 3N moment

conditions will do the same job as the traditional methodology. For example, if we

combine the N moment conditions in equation (6) (or the N moment conditions in

equation (7)) with the N moment conditions in equation (14) of the SDF methodology

to estimate λ, it can be shown that the asymptotic variance of the estimated λ using
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these 2N moment conditions is still the same as that of λ̂ from the SDF methodology.

Therefore, it is important to choose the proper set of moment conditions to obtain a

good estimate of λ. Proposition 2 suggests the moment conditions used by the traditional

methodology are the best and they are sufficient to learn almost everything about the

parameters. Adding the SDF moment conditions into the traditional ones provides only

redundant information.9

Although Proposition 1 suggests that estimated risk premium in the traditional

methodologies is asymptotically more accurate than that of the SDF methodology, it

does not tell us the magnitude of improvement, nor does it tell us whether this result

holds in finite samples. We address these issues by simulation. The setup of our simula-

tion experiment is as follows. In our simulation, we generate excess returns on 10 assets

using a 1-factor model. The factor is generated independently from a standard normal

distribution and it is designed to capture the behavior of the standardized excess return

on the value-weighted market portfolio of the NYSE, i.e.,

ft =
rmt − E[rmt]

σm
∼ N(0, 1), (29)

where rmt is the excess return on the market portfolio and σm is its standard deviation.

The betas of the 10 assets are set to equal the sample betas of the 10 size-ranked portfolios

of the NYSE with respect to ft, estimated using monthly returns from January 1926 to

December 1997. The true risk premium is chosen to make the expected excess returns

to be close to the average excess returns of the 10 size portfolios over the sample period,

i.e.,

λ = argminλ(r̄ − βλ)′(r̄ − βλ), (30)

where r̄ and β are the average returns and sample betas of the 10 size-ranked portfolios.

Finally, the model disturbances are independently generated from a multivariate normal

9Similar to Proposition 1, Proposition 2 continues to hold for the multifactor case. When there are
k-factors, only k of the SDF moment conditions can be added to the traditional moment conditions, and
they do not improve the estimation accuracy of the risk premium and the betas. Results are available
upon request.
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distribution

εt ∼ N(0N ,Σ), (31)

where Σ is chosen to be the sample covariance matrix of the market model residuals of

the 10 size-ranked portfolios. In Panel A of Table I, we present the parameters α, β and

λ of the 10 assets that we use in our simulation. Note that the value that we choose for λ

(0.1373) is very close to the sample Sharpe ratio for the value-weighted market portfolio

of the NYSE, which is equal to 0.1248 for the period January 1926 to December 1997.10

Table I about here

We generate returns from this 1-factor model for different lengths of time series and

apply the traditional and the SDF methodologies to estimate the risk premium λ. In

Panel B of Table I, we present a summary of the estimation results in 10000 simulations.

For the traditional methodologies, we report the average and standard deviation of

the estimated risk premium using the maximum likelihood approach and the GMM

approach.11 Both the maximum likelihood approach and the GMM approach that uses

the traditional moment conditions produce very reliable estimates of risk premium. Their

estimated risk premium are almost unbiased and they are tightly distributed around the

true λ. Although Proposition 1 suggests that under normality assumption on εt, we

have Avar[λ̂ML] = Avar[λ̂∗], the maximum likelihood estimator is better behaved than

the full GMM estimator when the sample size T is small.

The last two columns of Panel B report the average and standard deviation of λ̂,

the estimated risk premium from the SDF methodology. The difference between the

performance of the estimation risk premium in the SDF and the traditional methodolo-

gies is striking. The estimated risk premium using the SDF methodology is biased and

10Under our definition of ft, λ is equal to the Sharpe ratio of the market portfolio if the CAPM holds.
11The GMM estimation results are based on the second stage GMM with the identity matrix as the

initial weighting matrix. Simulation results of the third and fourth stage GMM are mostly similar to
the ones using the second stage GMM and therefore they are not separately reported.
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volatile. For example, when T = 120, the average λ̂ in our 10,000 simulations is 0.1497,

quite far away from the true value of λ = 0.1373. In addition, the standard deviation of

λ̂ is 0.1049, so the estimated risk premium from the SDF methodology could easily be

negative. Although the bias and the standard deviation of λ̂ reduce as T increases, λ̂ is

still volatile for T as large as 720. On average, the standard deviation of the estimated

risk premium under the SDF methodology is more than 40 times larger than that of the

traditional methodologies. Therefore, for the purpose of estimating risk premium, the

traditional methodologies are much better suited for the job than the SDF methodology.

Before we move on to discuss the size and the power of the tests in the traditional

and the SDF methodologies, we should note that the excess returns in our simulation

experiment for Panel B are generated in a way that is most favorable to the maximum

likelihood approach. When εt is not normally distributed or its distribution is unknown,

the maximum likelihood approach is difficult to apply. However, the results based on

the GMM approach remains fairly robust to the distributional assumption on εt. So the

advantage of using the traditional moment conditions over the SDF moment conditions

is still important even when εt is not normally distributed. To illustrate this, we generate

ft and εt from a multivariate t-distribution with ν degrees of freedom and mean zero.

The covariance matrix of ft and εt stays the same as in the multivariate normal case,

i.e., Var[ft] = 1, Var[εt] = Σ, and they are uncorrelated with each other. The reason

why we choose the multivariate t-distribution is because it offers an opportunity for us

to investigate the effect of conditional heteroskedasticity on our results. When ft and

εt have a multivariate t-distribution, the conditional variance of εt depends on ft. More

specifically, when ν > 2, we have

Var[εt|ft] =

(
ν − 2 + f 2

t

ν − 1

)
Σ (32)

and the conditional variance of εt is higher when the absolute value of ft is large. In

Panel C, we report the simulation results in 10000 simulations for the case that ft

and εt are generated from a multivariate t-distribution with five degrees of freedom,
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and also for the case of 10 degrees of freedom. For the GMM estimated risk premium

using the traditional moment conditions, λ̂∗, the results do not change much from those

in Panel B. λ̂∗ continues to be very accurate even in the presence of nonnormality

and conditional heteroskedasticity. As for the GMM estimated risk premium using the

SDF moment conditions, λ̂ continues to be an unreliable estimator of λ. Therefore,

the SDF methodology does not outperform the traditional methodology even when εt

exhibits conditional heteroskedasticity. In fact, compared with the results in Panel B,

we can see that both the bias and the standard deviation of λ̂ are higher for the case

of multivariate t-distribution, making the SDF methodology even less suitable for the

purpose of estimating the risk premium in this case.

III. Size and Power of Over-identification Tests

Unlike the case of risk premium estimation where we can show that the traditional

methodologies are superior, it is not entirely clear whether the traditional methodologies

or the SDF methodology is better suited to test the asset pricing restriction α = βλ.

Both methodologies provide tests that have an asymptotic distribution of χ2
N−1 when

the model is correct, and an asymptotic probability of one in rejecting the model when it

is wrong. The real issue here is about their respective performance in finite samples. In

this section, we rely on simulation evidence to assess whether these tests have the correct

size in small samples and whether they have power in rejecting misspecified models.

To assess the size of the likelihood ratio test, LRT, and the two over-identification

tests J1 and J2, we generate excess returns from a 1-factor model as before.12 We then

compute LRT and J1 of the traditional methodologies, and J2 of the SDF methodology

for three different models. In the first model, we use the true factor ft to construct

the sample moments and the test statistics. In the second model, we use a noisy factor

12The simulation results for the multivariate t-distribution are qualitatively similar to the case of
multivariate normal distribution. Therefore, we do not separately report the results for the multivariate
t-distribution case in this section.
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gt = (ft + nt)/
√

5 instead of ft to compute the sample moment and the test statis-

tics, where nt is a measurement error which is generated from a normal distribution

with mean 0 and variance 4. In the final model, we specify the unsystematic factor

ht = βΣ−1εt/
√

β′Σ−1β as the true factor to perform the test. Although economically

these three factors are very different, statistically they are all considered to be correctly

specified models.13 Therefore, asymptotically, all three tests should have an asymptotic

distribution of χ2
N−1 for the three correctly specified models. In Table II, we report the

rejection rates of LRT, J1 and J2 for the three models at the 10 percent, 5 percent, and

1 percent significance levels based on the χ2
N−1 distribution. For the case of the true

factor, we observe in Table II that the probability of rejection in finite samples is very

close to the size of the test for all three tests. This indicates that using the asymptotic

distribution is a very good approximation when we have the true factor in the model.

For the case of the noisy factor, the probability of rejection is typically less than the

size of the test, especially when T is small. In this case, the performance of the three

tests is roughly the same in small samples. For the case of unsystematic factors, the

finite sample distribution of all three tests is far away from the asymptotic distribution

of χ2
N−1 and all three tests under-reject the null hypothesis. However, the problem of

under-rejection for J2 is more serious than that of LRT and J1. In summary, when the

asymptotic distribution is used to make the acceptance and rejection decision, the tra-

ditional methodologies seem to do no worse than J2 of the SDF methodology when we

have the correctly specified model. However, when the proposed factor does not explain

the returns well, we have to be more cautious in using the asymptotic distribution of

the tests to make the acceptance and rejection decision.

Table II about here

Likelihood ratio tests and GMM over-identification tests are designed to detect mis-

13This is because the moment conditions in equations (14), (6) and (7) can be satisfied with gt or
ht, instead of ft. Although the parameters β and λ are different for the three sets of factors, the exact
linear pricing relation holds in all three cases.
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specified models, so the major concern is on their power. While misspecification can

take various forms, the one that we focus on here is the case that there is a missing

factor in the proposed model. In this case, the expected return of the assets is not a

linear function of the beta of the proposed factor, i.e., there does not exist a λ such that

α = βλ. To study the power of the tests, we simulate returns using a 2-factor model.

The two factors are independently generated from a bivariate normal distribution and

they are designed to capture the behavior of the standardized excess returns on the

value-weighted market portfolio of the NYSE and the long-term Treasury bond, i.e.,

f1t =
rmt − E[rmt]

σm
∼ N(0, 1), (33)

f2t =
rbt − E[rbt]

σb

∼ N(0, 1), (34)

Cov[f1t, f2t] = 0.2, (35)

where rmt and rbt are the excess returns on the market portfolio and the long-term

Treasury bond, and σm and σb are their standard deviations. The betas of the 10 assets

are set to equal the sample betas of the 10 size-ranked portfolios of the NYSE with

respect to f1t and f2t, estimated using monthly returns from January 1926 to December

1997. The true risk premia of the two factors are chosen to make the expected excess

returns to be close to the average excess returns on the 10 size portfolios over the sample

period, i.e.,

(λ1, λ2) = argminλ1,λ2
(r̄ − β1λ1 − β2λ2)

′(r̄ − β1λ1 − β2λ2), (36)

where r̄, β1 and β2 are the average returns and sample betas of the 10 size-ranked port-

folios. Finally, the model disturbances are independently generated from a multivariate

normal distribution

εt ∼ N(0N ,Σ), (37)

where Σ is chosen to be the sample covariance matrix of the residuals of the 10 size-

ranked portfolios in the 2-factor model. In Panel A of Table III, we present the param-

eters α, β1, β2, λ1 and λ2 of the 10 assets that we use in our simulation. Under our
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simulation, the first factor is a factor that explains a lot of the time-series variations of

the excess returns (with an average R2 of 84.73 percent) whereas the second factor has a

very low explanatory power on the excess returns (with an average R2 of 2.51 percent).

Nevertheless, neither β1 nor β2 alone can fully explain the expected excess return α.

In Table III, we report the rejection rates of LRT, J1 and J2 for two misspecified

models at the 10 percent, 5 percent, and 1 percent significance levels based on the χ2
N−1

distribution. Panel B contains the results when only the first factor is included in the

model whereas Panel C contains the results when only the second factor is included in

the model. Since both models are misspecified models, we would like the test to reject

them with high probability. For the case of the misspecified model that includes only the

first factor, we can observe that all three tests have roughly the same power in rejecting

the model. Although with T as large as 360, we can only reject the misspecified model

at the 5 percent level for roughly 12 percent of the time, the power steadily increases as

T goes up. This suggests that when the proposed factor has strong explanatory power

on the returns and the model misspecification is not serious, there is not much of a

difference between the traditional methodologies and the SDF methodology.

Ironically, when the proposed factor in the model is a weak factor, the misspecified

model becomes even more difficult to detect for the SDF methodology. This can be seen

from our simulation results in Panel C. In this case, LRT and J1 have reasonably good

power in rejecting this misspecified model. When T = 360, these two tests reject the

misspecified model at the 5 percent level for about 34 percent of the time. However, J2

of the SDF methodology performs much worse than LRT and J1. Even for T = 360, we

still find that J2 rejects the misspecified model less often than the size of the test, making

it almost impossible to reject such a misspecified model. The poor performance of J2 in

finite samples is due to the fact that S2 is unknown and has to be estimated. When the

model is misspecified, the estimated S2 will tend to be large because of the pricing error,

and hence its inverse will be small. Since the inverse of estimated S2 is used to compute
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J2, the test statistic can be very small for grossly misspecified models, especially when

the factor does not explain much of the return. Asymptotically, this is not a concern

because eventually the pricing errors will dominate as T increases, but in finite samples,

using an estimated S2 makes the over-identification test J2 very unreliable. Although

the same problem also plagues LRT and J1 of the traditional methodologies, we can

see in Panel C that its impact on LRT and J1 is much less severe. Therefore, if one

has to pick a specification test to use, it appears that the ones from the traditional

methodologies are superior to the one from the SDF methodology.

Table III about here

We should also note that J2 of the SDF methodology seems to prefer models with a

poor factor to the model with a good factor. It suggests, among other things, the danger

of using the p-value of the likelihood ratio test or GMM over-identification test to choose

models. In this regard, the traditional methodologies are superior because poor factors

are less likely to be proposed to be the only factor in the return generating process. The

SDF methodology does not specify a return generating process and poor factors could

potentially be chosen as the only factor in the model. As our simulation experiment

shows, such poor factors could make the model pass the GMM over-identification test

of the SDF methodology easily even they do not explain much of the excess returns and

their betas do not fully explain the expected excess returns.

As always, simulation evidence cannot be generalized to other scenarios, so our rec-

ommendation should be taken with caution. Nevertheless, from our simulation evidence,

it does appear to us that there are compelling reasons to prefer the traditional method-

ologies to the SDF methodology. A more rigorous analysis of the size and power of

these tests would go a long way in settling these issues. Finally, we remark that while

nonstandard GMM over-identification tests like the one suggested by Jagannathan and

Wang (1996) do not use the estimated covariance matrix of the sample moments to
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compute the test statistic, the estimated covariance matrix is still used in computing

the eigenvalues to construct the weights of the linear combination of χ2
1 distribution that

the test statistic is compared with. Therefore, the nonstandard GMM over-identification

test does not escape from the problem that plagues the standard GMM. Although not

reported, simulation evidence suggests the nonstandard GMM over-identification test

that uses the identity matrix as the weighting matrix generally has lower power than

that of the standard GMM over-identification test in detecting our misspecified models.

IV. Conclusions

This paper exploits the fact that current empirical studies of asset pricing models using

the SDF methodology typically ignore a fully specified model for asset returns. When

asset returns are generated by a linear factor model, there are two potential problems

associated with the use of the SDF methodology. The first problem is that the accuracy

of the estimated risk premium can be very poor. The second problem is that its over-

identification test has very little power in detecting misspecified models. These problems

arise because the moment conditions the SDF methodology uses are very volatile and

hence accurate estimation and testing are difficult under this methodology.

By specifying the return generating process of the asset returns as in the traditional

methodologies, these two potential problems can be mitigated. We demonstrate that

under the assumption that assets returns are generated by a linear factor model, the stan-

dard error of the risk premium under the traditional methodologies is much lower than

that of the SDF methodology. The reason for such improvement is due to the fact that

the traditional methodologies use moment conditions that are much less volatile than

that of the SDF methodology, and as a result they provide far more reliable inferences

on the parameters. Moreover, the specification tests in the traditional methodologies

generally have higher power in rejecting misspecified models than the SDF methodology.

Our analysis focuses exclusively on linear factor models. This is not only due to their
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tractability, but also their premier importance in asset pricing. However, to the extent

that any nonlinear model can be well approximated by a linear one, our results should

also have implications on the use of the SDF methodology in nonlinear models where one

must be cautious about the explanatory power of the factors, the parameter estimation

error, the size, and the power of the tests.

Despite the fact that the SDF methodology has an interesting perspective to offer

and a parsimonious model to estimate, there are costs associated with these benefits. In

any event, it appears safe to say that the traditional methodologies are here to stay. In

particular, traditional tests of asset pricing models will continue to play important roles

in understanding the risks associated with investing, and perhaps even more so than the

stochastic discount factor methodology for portfolio choice and performance evaluation

problems.
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Appendix

Proof of Proposition 1: We start off by deriving the asymptotic variance of λ̂∗, which is

given by the (1, 1) element of (D′
1S

−1
1 D1)

−1, where

D1 = E

[
∂g1T

∂λ
,

∂g1T

∂β′

]
, (A1)

and

S1 = E[(zt ⊗ εt)(zt ⊗ εt)
′]. (A2)

Define a = [1, 0]′ and b = [λ, 1]′, we have

D1 = − [a ⊗ β, b ⊗ IN ] . (A3)

Therefore, using the identity a ⊗ β = (a ⊗ IN)(1 ⊗ β) = (a ⊗ IN)β, we have

D′
1S

−1
1 D1 =

[
(a′ ⊗ β′)S−1

1 (a ⊗ β) (a′ ⊗ β′)S−1
1 (b ⊗ IN)

(b′ ⊗ IN )S−1
1 (a ⊗ β) (b′ ⊗ β′)S−1

1 (b ⊗ IN)

]

=

[
β′(a′ ⊗ IN)S−1

1 (a ⊗ IN)β β′(a′ ⊗ IN)S−1
1 (b ⊗ IN)

(b′ ⊗ IN)S−1
1 (a ⊗ IN)β (b′ ⊗ IN )S−1

1 (b ⊗ IN)

]
.

From the partitioned matrix inverse formula, the (1, 1) element of (D′
1S

−1
1 D1)

−1 is

(
β′[A′S−1

1 A − A′S−1
1 B(B′S−1

1 B)−1B′S−1
1 A]β

)−1
, (A4)

by writing A = a ⊗ IN and B = b ⊗ IN . Define d = [1, −λ]′, and

U = (d′ ⊗ IN)S1(d ⊗ IN), (A5)

we will show that the (1, 1) element of (D′
1S1D1)

−1 can be simplified to (β′U−1β)−1.

To prove this identity, we define a matrix C = [a, b] and consider the inverse of

(C ′ ⊗ IN)S−1
1 (C ⊗ IN) =

[
A′S−1

1 A A′S−1
1 B

B′S−1
1 A B′S−1

1 B

]
. (A6)

Define D = [d, e] where e = [0, 1]′, it is easy to verify that C−1 = D′ and (C ′)−1 = D.

Therefore, we have,

[
(C ′ ⊗ IN)S−1

1 (C ⊗ IN)
]−1

= (D′ ⊗ IN)S1(D ⊗ IN)

=

[
(d′ ⊗ IN)S1(d ⊗ IN) (d′ ⊗ IN)S1(e ⊗ IN)
(e′ ⊗ IN)S1(d ⊗ IN) (e′ ⊗ IN)S1(e ⊗ IN)

]
. (A7)
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Note that the upper left block of
[
(C ′ ⊗ IN)S−1

1 (C ⊗ IN)
]−1

is just U . Another way

to obtain this submatrix is to apply the partitioned matrix inverse formula to (C ′ ⊗
IN)S−1

1 (C ⊗ IN), which gives the identity

U =
[
(A′S−1

1 A) − (A′S−1
1 B)(B′S−1

1 B)−1(B′S−1
1 A)

]−1
. (A8)

For the GMM estimation of the SDF model, we have D2 = E
[

∂�2T

∂λ

]
= −β and hence

Avar[λ̂] = (D′
2S

−1
2 D2)

−1 = (β′S−1
2 β)−1. Using rt = β(λ + ft) + εt and

(1 − ftλ)εt = (d′zt)εt = (d′ ⊗ IN)(zt ⊗ εt), (A9)

we have

S2 = E[rtr
′
t(1 − ftλ)2]

= E[εtε
′
t(1 − ftλ)2] + E[ββ′(λ + ft)

2(1 − ftλ)2]

= (d′ ⊗ IN )E[(zt ⊗ εt)(zt ⊗ εt)
′](d ⊗ IN) + cββ′

= U + cββ′, (A10)

where c = E[(λ + ft)
2(1 − ftλ)2]. Note that c > 0 unless P [ft = −λ or 1/λ] = 1, which

is impossible when ft has a continuous distribution. Since

S−1
2 = U−1 − U−1ββ′U−1

β′U−1β + 1
c

, (A11)

we have

β′S−1
2 β = β′U−1β − (β′U−1β)2

β′U−1β + 1
c

⇒ (β′S−1
2 β)−1 =

1

β′U−1β
+ c >

1

β′U−1β
, (A12)

which proves the inequality.

For the case that εt ∼ N(0N ,Σ) conditional on f , the log-likelihood function under

the null is

L = −NT

2
log(2π) − T

2
log |Σ| − 1

2

T∑
t=1

(rt − λβ − βft)
′Σ−1(rt − λβ − βft). (A13)
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Hence, we have

∂L
∂λ

= β′Σ−1
T∑

t=1

(rt − λβ − βft), (A14)

∂L
∂β

= Σ−1
T∑

t=1

(rt − λβ − βft)(ft + λ). (A15)

Then,

− 1

T
E

∂2L
∂λ2

= β′Σ−1β, (A16)

− 1

T
E

∂2L
∂λ∂β′ =

1

T
Eβ′Σ−1

T∑
t=1

(λ + ft) = β′Σ−1λ, (A17)

− 1

T
E

∂2L
∂β2

=
1

T
EΣ−1

T∑
t=1

(ft + λ)2 = (1 + λ2)Σ−1. (A18)

Now, it is known that the asymptotic variance matrix of the maximum likelihood es-

timator of (λ, β) should be the inverse of the Hessian matrix H , where H is given

by

H = − lim
1

T
E


 ∂2L

∂λ2
∂2L

∂λ∂�′
∂2L

∂�∂λ
∂2L

∂�∂�′




=

[
β′Σ−1β β′Σ−1λ
λΣ−1β (1 + λ2)Σ−1

]
. (A19)

When εt ∼ N(0N ,Σ) conditional on f , we have S1 = I2 ⊗Σ and hence H has the same

expression as D′
1S

−1
1 D1. This completes the proof. Note that our proof only depends

on rt has a factor structure and the beta pricing model holds, it does not require the

true factor ft. Therefore, Proposition 1 continues to hold when gt or ht are used as the

factor. Q.E.D.

Proof of Proposition 2: Without loss of generality, we assume the 2N +1 sample moment

conditions used to estimate λ and β are

g3T =

[
g1T

1
T

∑T
t=1 r1t(1 − ftλ)

]
, (A20)

where β1 	= 0. Define d = [1, −λ]′ and e1 = [1, 0′
N−1]

′. Since

u1t = e′
1ut
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= e′
1(d

′ ⊗ IN)(zt ⊗ εt) + e′
1β(λ + ft)(1 − ftλ)

= (d′ ⊗ e′
1)(zt ⊗ εt) + β1(λ + ft)(1 − ftλ),

the asymptotic variance of (λ̂∗∗, β̂∗∗) is given by (D′
3S

−1
3 D3)

−1 where

D3 = E

[
∂g3T

∂λ
,

∂g3T

∂β′

]
=

[
D1

(d′ ⊗ e′
1)D1

]
(A21)

and

S3 = E

[
(zt ⊗ εt)(zt ⊗ εt)

′ (zt ⊗ εt)u
′
1t

u1t(zt ⊗ εt)
′ u2

1t

]

=

[
S1 S1(d ⊗ e1)

(d′ ⊗ e′
1)S1 e′

1S2e1

]
. (A22)

From the proof of Proposition 1, we know that S2 = U +cββ′ where c = E[(λ+ft)
2(1−

ftλ)2]. Using the partitioned matrix inverse formula, we have

S−1
3 =

[
S−1

1 + (cβ2
1)

−1(d ⊗ e1)(d
′ ⊗ e′

1) −(cβ2
1)

−1(d ⊗ e1)
−(cβ2

1)
−1(d′ ⊗ e′

1) (cβ2
1)

−1

]
. (A23)

Therefore,

D′
3S

−1
3 D3

= D′
1S

−1
1 D1 + (cβ2

1)
−1D′

1(d ⊗ e1)(d
′ ⊗ e′

1)D1 − (cβ2
1)

−1D′
1(d ⊗ e1)(d

′ ⊗ e′
1)D1

− (cβ2
1)

−1D′
1(d ⊗ e1)(d

′ ⊗ e′
1)D1 + (cβ2

1)
−1D′

1(d ⊗ e1)(d
′ ⊗ e′

1)D1

= D′
1S

−1
1 D1,

and the asymptotic variance of (λ∗∗, β∗∗) and (λ∗, β∗) are identical. This completes the

proof. Q.E.D.
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Table I
Estimation Accuracy of Risk Premium Under the Traditional

Methodologies and the Stochastic Discount Factor Methodology
The table presents the performance of the estimated risk premium under traditional methodologies and
the stochastic discount factor methodology. Excess returns on 10 assets are simulated using a 1-factor
model

rt = α + βft + εt,

where the values of α = βλ (in percentage per month) and β are presented in Panel A. The parameters
are chosen to mimic the returns on 10 size-ranked portfolios of the NYSE. The factor and the model
disturbance are generated as ft ∼ N(0, 1) and εt ∼ N(0N ,Σ), where Σ is set to equal the sample
covariance matrix of the market model residuals of the 10 size-ranked portfolios of the NYSE, estimated
using monthly returns over the period January 1926 to December 1997. The estimation results of 10000
simulations are reported in Panel B. For each length of time-series observations, T , we present the
average and standard deviation of the estimated risk premium from the maximum likelihood method
and the (second stage) GMM method using the traditional moment conditions and the SDF moment
conditions. Panel C reports the same results as in Panel B but for the cases that (ft, εt) are generated
from a multivariate t-distribution with 5 and 10 degrees of freedom.

Panel A: Parameters of the 1-factor Pricing Model

Size-Ranked Portfolios

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

α 1.129 1.070 0.993 0.954 0.923 0.911 0.875 0.833 0.810 0.709
β 0.082 0.078 0.072 0.069 0.067 0.066 0.064 0.061 0.059 0.052

λ = 0.1373

Panel B: Distribution of Estimated Risk Premium
Under Multivariate Normality Assumption

Traditional Methodologies

Maximum SDF
Likelihood (λ̂ML) GMM (λ̂∗) Methodology (λ̂)

Standard Standard Standard
T Average Deviation Average Deviation Average Deviation

120 0.1374 0.0020 0.1375 0.0045 0.1497 0.1049
240 0.1373 0.0014 0.1374 0.0020 0.1438 0.0689
360 0.1373 0.0011 0.1373 0.0014 0.1417 0.0553
480 0.1373 0.0010 0.1373 0.0011 0.1404 0.0477
600 0.1373 0.0009 0.1373 0.0009 0.1399 0.0426
720 0.1373 0.0008 0.1373 0.0008 0.1396 0.0386
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Table I
Estimation Accuracy of Risk Premium Under the Traditional

Methodologies and the Stochastic Discount Factor Methodology
(Continued)

Panel C: Distribution of Estimated Risk Premium
Under Multivariate t-distribution Assumption

Degrees of Freedom = 5

Traditional SDF
Methodology (λ̂∗) Methodology (λ̂)

Standard Standard
T Average Deviation Average Deviation

120 0.1374 0.0046 0.1611 0.1162
240 0.1374 0.0020 0.1513 0.0764
360 0.1374 0.0014 0.1480 0.0612
480 0.1374 0.0011 0.1456 0.0513
600 0.1374 0.0009 0.1440 0.0454
720 0.1373 0.0008 0.1432 0.0411

Degrees of Freedom = 10

Traditional SDF
Methodology (λ̂∗) Methodology (λ̂)

Standard Standard
T Average Deviation Average Deviation

120 0.1374 0.0045 0.1511 0.1088
240 0.1373 0.0020 0.1448 0.0713
360 0.1373 0.0014 0.1422 0.0567
480 0.1373 0.0011 0.1409 0.0486
600 0.1373 0.0009 0.1401 0.0431
720 0.1373 0.0008 0.1395 0.0394
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Table II
Size of the Likelihood Ratio Test and the GMM Over-identification Tests of

Traditional and Stochastic Discount Factor Methodologies
The table presents the probability of rejecting three correctly specified models using the likelihood ratio
test and the (second stage) GMM over-identification tests using the traditional moment conditions and
the SDF moment conditions. Excess returns on 10 assets are simulated using a 1-factor model

rt = α + βft + εt,

where the values of α = βλ (in percentage per month) and β are presented in Table I. The factor
and the model disturbance are generated as ft ∼ N(0, 1) and εt ∼ N(0N ,Σ), where Σ is set to equal
the sample covariance matrix of the market model residuals of the 10 size-ranked portfolios of the
NYSE, estimated using monthly returns over the period January 1926 to December 1997. For each
length of time-series observations, T , we present the probability of rejecting three different models at
various significance levels in 10000 simulations. The three models differ in terms of the factor they
use. The first model uses the true factor ft. The second model uses a noisy factor gt = (ft + nt)/

√
5,

where nt is measurement error, distributed as N(0, 4), and the third model uses a unsystematic factor
ht = β′Σ−1εt/

√
β′Σ−1β.

Panel A: Maximum Likelihood Method (LRT)

True Noisy Unsystematic

Significance Level Significance Level Significance Level

T 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1%

120 0.099 0.048 0.010 0.082 0.037 0.007 0.013 0.003 0.001
240 0.098 0.047 0.008 0.090 0.042 0.007 0.026 0.008 0.001
360 0.098 0.048 0.010 0.093 0.043 0.008 0.035 0.012 0.001
480 0.098 0.048 0.009 0.090 0.046 0.007 0.040 0.015 0.002
600 0.099 0.049 0.011 0.092 0.047 0.009 0.052 0.022 0.002
720 0.101 0.050 0.012 0.098 0.048 0.011 0.059 0.024 0.004

Panel B: GMM Using Traditional Moment Conditions (J1)

True Noisy Unsystematic

Significance Level Significance Level Significance Level

T 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1%

120 0.093 0.043 0.007 0.076 0.032 0.006 0.017 0.004 0.000
240 0.097 0.046 0.009 0.088 0.042 0.008 0.025 0.007 0.000
360 0.099 0.049 0.010 0.095 0.045 0.008 0.031 0.010 0.000
480 0.099 0.049 0.010 0.095 0.048 0.009 0.041 0.016 0.001
600 0.097 0.046 0.010 0.096 0.046 0.008 0.048 0.017 0.002
720 0.102 0.048 0.010 0.098 0.047 0.009 0.053 0.020 0.002
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Table II
Size of the Likelihood Ratio Test and the GMM Over-identification Tests of

Traditional and Stochastic Discount Factor Methodologies (Continued)

Panel C: Stochastic Discount Factor Methodology (J2)

True Noisy Unsystematic

Significance Level Significance Level Significance Level

T 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1%

120 0.097 0.046 0.007 0.079 0.037 0.006 0.017 0.008 0.001
240 0.098 0.047 0.009 0.086 0.041 0.007 0.013 0.006 0.001
360 0.102 0.048 0.008 0.092 0.043 0.008 0.010 0.006 0.001
480 0.101 0.048 0.009 0.094 0.043 0.007 0.012 0.007 0.002
600 0.101 0.051 0.011 0.093 0.046 0.010 0.012 0.007 0.003
720 0.104 0.051 0.009 0.098 0.047 0.010 0.011 0.008 0.004
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Table III
Power of the Likelihood Ratio Test and the GMM Over-identification Tests

of Traditional and Stochastic Discount Factor Methodologies
The table presents the probability of rejecting two misspecified models using the likelihood ratio test
and the (second stage) GMM over-identification tests using the traditional moment conditions and the
SDF moment conditions. Excess returns on 10 assets are simulated using a 2-factor model

rt = α + β1f1t + β2f2t + εt,

where the values of α = λ1β1+λ2β2 (in percentage per month), β1 and β2 are presented in Panel A. The
factors and the model disturbance are independently generated from a multivariate normal distribution
with f1t ∼ N(0, 1), f2t ∼ N(0, 1), Cov[f1t, f2t] = 0.2, and εt ∼ N(0N ,Σ), where Σ is set to equal the
sample covariance matrix of the residuals of the 10 size-ranked portfolios of the NYSE in a 2-factor
model. The two factors are the excess return on the value-weighted market portfolio of the NYSE and
the excess return on the long-term Treasury bond. The model is estimated using monthly returns over
the period January 1926 to December 1997. For each length of time-series observations, T , Panels B
and C present the probability of rejecting the two misspecified models at various significance levels in
10000 simulations. Panel B presents the results for the first misspecified model which includes only
the first factor f1t in the model. Panel C presents the results for the second misspecified model which
includes only the second factor f2t in the model.

Panel A: Parameters of the 2-factor Pricing Model

Size-Ranked Portfolios

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

α 1.280 1.163 1.001 0.940 0.926 0.891 0.836 0.748 0.703 0.628
β1 0.084 0.079 0.073 0.070 0.068 0.067 0.064 0.061 0.059 0.052
β2 −0.0083 −0.0063 −0.0035 −0.0027 −0.0031 −0.0024 −0.0017 −0.0001 0.0006 0.0001

λ1 = 0.1225, λ2 = −0.3047

Panel B: Misspecified Model with only the First Factor

Likelihood Traditional SDF
Ratio Test (LRT) GMM (J1) Methodology (J2)

Significance Level Significance Level Significance Level

T 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1%

120 0.129 0.068 0.017 0.119 0.057 0.012 0.131 0.066 0.012
240 0.166 0.096 0.023 0.166 0.088 0.021 0.162 0.088 0.022
360 0.212 0.123 0.037 0.206 0.122 0.032 0.207 0.120 0.032
480 0.245 0.153 0.051 0.244 0.147 0.044 0.244 0.150 0.042
600 0.290 0.188 0.066 0.289 0.185 0.058 0.288 0.180 0.057
720 0.334 0.222 0.083 0.332 0.222 0.078 0.329 0.213 0.078
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Table III
Power of the Likelihood Ratio Test and the GMM Over-identification Tests
of Traditional and Stochastic Discount Factor Methodologies (Continued)

Panel C: Misspecified Model with only the Second Factor

Likelihood Traditional SDF
Ratio Test (LRT) GMM (J1) Methodology (J2)

Significance Level Significance Level Significance Level

T 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1% 10% 5% 1%

120 0.111 0.052 0.008 0.110 0.050 0.006 0.038 0.017 0.002
240 0.295 0.185 0.053 0.299 0.182 0.047 0.059 0.023 0.003
360 0.472 0.338 0.135 0.474 0.341 0.139 0.081 0.037 0.007
480 0.613 0.481 0.246 0.617 0.487 0.248 0.134 0.062 0.011
600 0.730 0.608 0.362 0.731 0.613 0.367 0.219 0.110 0.020
720 0.816 0.717 0.484 0.815 0.710 0.480 0.319 0.176 0.039
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